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Focus on Brokering and Agreements

• Many misconceptions and misunderstandings on rules surrounding brokering

• Large scale of non-compliance with the rules associated with brokering

• On Agreements few are written for the intended purpose

– Avoiding disputes

– Winning disputes

– Insurance policy

– Litigation – ultimate judge is a judge



Brokering 101

•Cannot steer to less advantageous loan in order to enrich yourself

•To facilitate

–Lowest cost

–Establish best deal

•Safe Harbor

–Required disclosure

–Based on looking at substantial number

–Available lenders

–Consumer doesn’t need to pick one of them



Brokered Loans: Steering

•1026.36 e(1)  comment 1: Cannot direct or steer a consumer to 

increase compensation … compared to other transactions unless

the consummated transaction is in the consumer's interest.

•In English: It is ok to steer customer to higher compensation if the 

deal is also in the consumers best interests.  So, you don’t have to 

offer lowest cost, but you cannot put the borrower in a worse 

situation just to make more money.



Consumers Best Interests

•1026.36 (e) (1) Comment (2) (i): In determining whether a consummated 

transaction is in the consumer's interest, that transaction must be compared to 

other possible loan offers available through the originator, if any, and for which 

the consumer was likely to qualify, at the time that transaction was offered to 

the consumer. 

• In English: They compare it to all the other loans you could have offered at the 

time to determine if it was best. If it’s not the best, then you are in violation of 

LO comp laws.

•Clarification: This analysis only applies when the compensation was not the 

lowest. If lowest compensation never address consumers best interests. 



Lowest Cost or Consumers Best Interest

• 1026.36(e) (1) comment (2)(ii): A loan originator does not have to 

direct a consumer to the transaction that will result in the lowest 

compensation but if they do, then there is no steering. If loan 

originator directs the consumer to the transaction that will result in 

a greater amount of creditor-paid compensation it is ok “if the 

terms and conditions on that transaction compared to the other 

possible loan offers available through the originator, and for which 

the consumer likely qualifies, are the same.”



But There is a Safe Harbor…

•The safe harbor avoids any “Consumers Best Interests 

Inquiry.”

•To satisfy safe harbor: 

–Need to present 3 options – lowest overall dollar cost, lowest 

rate, and lowest rate without certain features (“Holy Trinity”).

–Can present fewer than 3 options if one of the loans satisfies 

more than 1 of the criteria.



In Determining What to Present to Borrower

•Under § 1026.36(e)(3)(i), the loan originator must obtain loan 

options from a significant number of creditors with which the loan 

originator “regularly does business,” but the loan originator need 

not present loan options from all such creditors to the consumer.

•Significant number of creditors is 3 (or all if there are less than 3 

creditors the do business with).

•So, loan originator must look at 3 options for borrower. Loan 

originator need not look at more than 3 options to obtain the 

options to present to the borrower.



Practical Reality

•Under the law, you need to provide the borrower with either the 

best deal or the loan with the lowest compensation, but…

•If the originator looks at 3 scenarios and from those 3 scenarios 

presents the loan(s) that satisfy the “Holy Trinity” then the originator 

has complied with safe harbor and they are deemed in compliance 

with 1026.36 (e). 

•Borrower does not have to select any loan within the “Holy Trinity” 

but it does need to be presented to them. 



Borrower Paid Compensation

From the Final Rule: 

• First, unlike existing § 1026.36(d)(1)(iii), the statute does not contain an exception to the 

general prohibition on varying compensation based on terms for transactions where the 

mortgage originator receives compensation directly from the consumer. 

• Nonetheless, [borrower paid] compensation may not be based on any other term of the 

transaction or a proxy for any other term of the transaction. In addition, in a transaction where 

a loan originator organization is paid compensation directly by a consumer, compensation paid 

by the loan originator organization to individual loan originators is not prohibited by 

1026.36(d)(1) simply because it is based on the amount of compensation paid directly by the 

consumer to the loan originator organization but the compensation to the individual loan 

originator may not be based on any other term of the transaction or proxy for any other term of 

the transaction.



Practical Advice

•Can pay loan officers based upon the amount of the borrower paid 

comp but..

–The Borrower paid comp cannot be based on loan terms

–And Cannot use the fact that its borrower paid comp as a proxy for loan terms

–Ultimately borrower paid compensation is not a way around paying on loan 

terms if all you are doing is using borrower paid as a proxy for lower rates

–It is a proxy if borrower paid correlates to lower rates…

–If it is NOT a proxy (does not correlate) then you can pay differently on 

borrower paid



Borrower Paid

Example 1 (not permissible)

– Broker routinely competes with Wells of America.  Tells his originators that when in a 

pricing war, go to borrower paid so they can offer lower rates then when it is lender paid. 

This would be a proxy for interest rates. 

Example 2 (permissible)

– LO offers borrower loan that pays 150 bps because it meets borrower needs but most 

other lenders pay 300 bps.  Broker makes no money because originator is paid 100 bps.  

Broker can require borrower paid compensation on this loan at 300 bps.  Note that 

Originator would not receive any compensation from the lender.

Example 3 (permissible)

– LO only paid based on borrower paid compensation



Paying on Basis Points Paid by Lender

•Can pay loan officers based upon the amount of the borrower paid 

comp but..

–The Borrower paid comp cannot be based on loan terms

–And Cannot use the fact that its borrower paid comp as a proxy for loan terms

–Ultimately borrower paid compensation is not a way around paying on loan 

terms if all you are doing is using borrower paid as a proxy for lower rates

–It is a proxy if borrower paid correlates to lower rates…

–If it is NOT a proxy (does not correlate) then you can pay differently on 

borrower paid



Paying Via 1099

•NO

•FHA does not allow it

•RESPA section 8 – violation as a 1099 is not an employee, so exception under 

RESPA for paying employee would not be available. 

–Cannot emulate lender-broker payment because you are not a lender when brokering

•1099 requires independent discretion and judgment and independently 

controlling means and manner of work.  This is inherently inconsistent with 

accountability under SAFE Act



When Lenders Broker Loans

•Cannot pay differently in regard to brokering if it would be a proxy 

on loan terms

•Practically this means where there are no available alternatives to 

the borrower on lending side then you can change comp and 

broker

•No alternatives means none – not simply option the borrower 

likes…



Acceptable Distinctions

•Purchase vs. Refinance

•New Purchase Construction

•State location of property

•Demonstrable difference – self sourced vs. company lead 

•Assignment of LOA – demonstrable difference in work 

responsibility



Paying Managers

•Are they producing?

–Wrong question – do they originate

–Broader then producing

–That is, the definition includes persons who advise as to actual or potential loan scenarios 

based on specific information of borrower and those who advertise such services and hold 

themselves out to the public as such

• If producing cannot pay profitability

•Can do a P&L based on non-loan level expenses where “profit” is fixed 

regardless of loan terms/type

•Can pay on overall volume and pay overrides or combination thereof



Important Features of Comp Agreements

•Classification

–Manager

–Outside

–Inside

–Highly compensated

–Don’t mix inside and outside

–Agreements need to support exemption as to duties, obligations, 

compensation



Important Features of Comp Agreements

•Claw-back

–When and how? 

–Note that you should not claw-back once comp is “earned”

–All claw-backs part of commission compensation

•Severance

–Do they get any?

–Is it conditioned on good behavior?

–Make it simple



Important Features of Comp Agreements

•Restrictive covenants

–Non-competition

–EPO

–Non-solicit customers

–Non-solicit employees

–State specific

•Need to have provisions of confidentiality

•Need provisions related to ownership of information
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